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2014 DESIGN TRENDS
HOTEL & HOSPITALITY ARCHITECTURE
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PG 10

VERNACULAR
INSPIRATION

A need for design to connect back to a city’s

culture, history, and community.
A revival of ailing city downtowns.
Aesthetically pleasing, and

site-responsive design.
Renovation and reuse at the forefront
of hospitality design.

APPLICATION

Restore and reuse dilapidated buildings
located within a city’s urban core.
Look to a vernacular history, culture, and
natural phenomenon for design inspiration.
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TARK AND HAF ARCHITECTS - REYKJAVÍK LIGHTS HOTEL

VERNACULAR
REUSE
The desire to protect and to preserve historic
architecture is inspiring architects to repurpose,
or reuse, older structures.

The Het Arresthuis jail, located in the
Netherlands and dating back to 1863, was in
use for 150 years before being converted into a
boutique hotel where guests sleep in the former
cells. Restored by the Dutch hotel group Van
der Valk, a total of 105 prisoner cells have been
transformed into 40 rooms and suites that open
out to a lounge in the old prison hallway. The
interior of the rooms have obviously been redone, yet each one retains its original door as
a nod to the history of the building. The courtyard now serves as a cafe and terrace surrounded by olive trees
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VERNACULAR
REVITALIZE
Across the country, urban cores are making a
comeback, restoring historic theaters,
designing more pedestrian-friendly streets, and
bringing in new businesses.

Ace Hotel Downtown Los Angeles, a 13story high-rise hotel, has helped to revitalize
the southern Historic Core of downtown and
resurrect Broadway to its golden age. Built in
1927, the structure housed the flagship movie
palace of the united artists corporation, the
pioneering independent film studio. The property features 182 guest rooms, a restaurant and
bar, and a gorgeously renovated theater that
seats 1,600. The hotel’s design team stripped
the building down to its concrete, restored its
intricate designs, and refashioned it with local
art, making the hotel as eclectic and vivid as
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Los Angeles itself.

IMAGES PROVIDED BY ACE HOTEL

VERNACULAR
REGIONALISM
Designers are embracing regionalism and
cultural building traditions, looking to vernacular forms and local conditions for inspiration.

An ancient Icelandic calendar influenced the
layout and interiors in this Reykjavík hotel
designed by local architects TARK and HAF. It is
comprised of 12 corridors, one for each month
of the year, with each room linked to a specific
day in the traditional calendar. The lobby wall
is decorated in graphics based on constellations
that can be seen from Reykjavík, while the hotel’s
typography signage is based on historic Icelandic runes. 105 custom-made wallpapers were
created for the hotel, corresponding to the
colour spectrums of Iceland’s daylight conditions. Rooms are decorated with an eclectic mix
of frames, which contain artworks showing the
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country’s traditions and seasons.

TARK AND HAF ARCHITECTS - REYKJAVÍK LIGHTS HOTEL

INSPIRATION
Provide healthier

hotel accommodations.

Connect with the outdoors.
Strive to be affordable,
more efficient.

greener, and

Blur the lines between interior and exterior
spaces.

APPLICATION

Provide well designed vegetated roof terraces
that directly connect to interiors.
Use prefabricated modular hospitality spaces.
PARKROYAL ON PICKERING; PHOTOGRAPHER : PATRICK BINGHAM-HALL
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GREEN

GREEN CITY
Architects are beginning to advocate Green
hotels, deriving design from natural forms and
incorporating vegetation throughout. They are
expanding rooms through large decks and
terraces, planting vertical gardens and forests.

Singapore-based WOHA Architect’s PARKROYAL

on Pickering is designed as a hotel-as-garden
that actually doubled the green-growing
potential of its site. Massive curvaceous
sky-gardens, draped with tropical plants and
supporting swathes of frangipani and palm
trees, are cantilevered at every fourth level
between the blocks of guest rooms. Greenery
flourishes throughout the entire complex, and
the trees and gardens of the hotel appear to
merge with those of the adjoining park as one
continuous sweep of urban parkland.
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GREEN

MODULAR
Modular hotel units are an efficient use of
building materials, water and energy, while also
providing flexibility in design.

Russian studio Arch Group filled an abandoned
building in Moscow with its portable sleeping
capsules to create the Sleepbox hotel.
Conceived as a midpoint between a hotel and a
hostel, the four-story building contains units for
up to two people on its first and second floors,
while the top floor is filled with single-person
capsules. Each Sleepbox is mobile and equipped
with LED reading lamps and electrical outlets,
and they can be placed in almost any setting.

IMAGES PROVIDED BY SLEEPBOX HOTEL TVERSKAYA
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GREEN

INSPIRATION
An improved perception of place in
hospitality design.

A changed attitude towards
Community within a neighborhood.
Promotion of local

talent.

Revival of a feel-good aspect to life,
feelings of joy and playfulness.

APPLICATION

Incorporate local art into interior design of
guest rooms.
Provide exciting communal gallery space
within hotel lobby.
OMNI HOTEL - DALLAS COMMISSIONED ART PIECE; ARTIST: GAYLORD O’CON

ARTISTIC
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INTEGRATED ART
Showcasing local art can impart a personal
touch and help define a hotel brand while
promoting local talent. Artwork can be sourced
from local galleries and is ideal for adding a
signature flair to each room.

Omni Dallas Hotel not only offers upscale
accommodations, but may now be the biggest
commercial art gallery in North Texas. Each of
the 1,001 guest rooms is decorated with local
art, reflecting the spirit of the city. The original
artwork creates the feeling of enjoying one’s
private art collection against the backdrop of an
urban setting, making this hotel unique among
the Omni hotels across the country. More than a
million dollars’ worth of art is on display in the
lobbies, with smaller paintings, photos and penand-ink drawings in the guest rooms.

IMAGES PROVIDED BY OMNI HOTELS
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ARTISTIC

GALLERY SPACE
Designers are now adding art galleries into their
design schemes, improving both the guest’s experience and their perception of the facility as they
are exposed to sculpture, paintings and photography.

Located in the heart of downtown lancaster,

the Lancaster Arts Hotel is situated in an
old tobacco warehouse and features a large art
gallery on the first floor. The boutique hotel,
with 60+ guest rooms, is filled with original
works of art, especially those of local Pennsylvania artists.The collection is worth over $300,000
dollars, and has 269 pieces of art by 36 artists
who work in 15 different mediums.

IMAGES PROVIDED BY LANCASTER ARTS HOTEL
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ARTISTIC

LUXURY
INSPIRATION
A return to a classic look.
Incorporate clean lines and fluidity.
Strive for decadent design.
Foster innovation in technology.

APPLICATION

Provide sleek and lavish lounge spaces.
Accent interiors with gleaming brass or
chrome, and unusual lighting fixtures.
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IMAGES PROVIDED BY ROCCO DESIGN ARCHITECTS LTD.

LUXURY
DETAILS
Many designers are pushing creativity to new
heights and turning each venue into a destination in itself.

The Philippe Starck-designed SLS Hotel at

Beverly Hills is a sleek and sophisticated hotel
where interior design is a work of art. The interiors are rich and lavish with majestic backdrops,
gleaming metallic surfaces and a spirited use of
color. From the minute you enter the lobby the
scene is a maze of eclectic and eccentric furniture with vitrines full of intriguing collections.
The carnival of visual texture and layering leads
all the way up to the rooms and suites with
whimsical chairs in a form of shiny red lips,
gleaming gold bedside lamps...and an egg shell
shaped plunge tub!
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IMAGES PROVIDED BY SLS HOTEL BEVERLY HILLS

LUXURY
MATERIALITY
Hotels are beginning to embrace texture, metallic surfaces and lighting techniques to animate
spaces and create stimulating atmospheres.

Set in the southern city’s shiny commercial hub,
the W hotel Guangzou’s sleek and futuristic architecture comes courtesy of Hong
Kong-based Rocco Design inside. It includes a
cereal bowl shaped cigar lounge and a glossy
three-story mirrored nightclub. The main common space consists of a four-story, illuminated
glass loft bar suspended from the side of the
hotel building, with optical fiber strings of
light cascading down the inside of the glass.
This creates a spectacular pulsating effect
which is visible both inside and outside of the
hotel.
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THANK YOU
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All photos and content used with Permission
Designers and Hotels featured:

• TARK & HAF arhcitects - Reykjavík lights hotel
• Ace Hotel
• Van der Valk group - Het Arresthuis Hotel
• WOHA Architects - PARKROYAL on Pickering
• Arch Group - Sleepbox hotel
• Omni Dallas Hotel
• Lancaster Arts Hotel
• Philippe Starck-SLS Hotel at Beverly Hills
• Rocco Design - W hotel Guangzou

CREDITS
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